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limit. Good results have been obtained for strongly scattering flaws. In particular, we tested the technique for a
2-1 oblate spheroidal void in Ti, and for various strongly scattering spherical defects. For these.tests the
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were obtained for the calculated ratio of major to minor axis, indicating that the technique is sensitive to the
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A TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING FLAW CHARACTERISTICS 
~ROM ULTRASONIC SCATTERING AMPLITUDES 
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and 
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ABSTRACT 
!Je repo:"t an approximate technique for determining the characteristics of flaws ~r. elastic media from 
a kno~1ledge of their ultrasonic scattering amplitudes. The technique is rigorously valid in the weak 
scattering limit. Good results have been obtained for strongly scattering flaws. In particular, we 
tested the technique for a 2-l oblate spheroidal void in Ti, and for various strongly scattering spherical 
defects. For these.tests the technique yields good resuits for the volume of the flaws. In the case of 
the oblate spheroid, satisfactory results were obtained for the calculated ratio of major to minor axis, 
indicacing that the technique is sensitive to the shape of the flaw. 
INTRODUCTION 
l~e prese.~t an invers·ion algorithm for deter-
mining the s·lze, shape and orientation of flaws in 
elastic media from ultrasonic ~cattering amplit~des. 
The algorithm is based on the extended quasi-s·i:atic 
approximation of J.E. Gube~natlsl, ~nd is rigorously 
valid in the weak scattering limit. We have tested 
the algorithm for some strongly scattE•rinq flctws, 
and obtained good results as 1~e report belo>v. 
The extended quasi-static approximation leads 
to two pieces of independent infonnation which cun 
be used to determine the characteristics of the 
flaw. The first piece of information is the depen-
dence of the long wavelength scattering amplitude 
on the orientation of the flaw. The second piece 
of information is the spectral distribution of the 
reflected ultrasound as a function of orientation. 
In this paper we have concentrated on what we can 
learn from the spectr~l distribution of the ultra-
sound and we have "divided out" the long wavelength 
information. However, the two kinds of infonnation 
are complementary, and using both of them together 
one may be able to learn something about the 
material composition of the flaw, as well as its 
size, shape and orientation. This possibility is 
discussed in the final section, and a technique is 
proposed which may make it possible to determine 
the density of the material in the flaw. 
A major thrust of the current Non-Destructive 
Testing program is to use adaptive learning tech-
niques to determine flaw characteristics in an 
empirical way.2 Approximate inversion techniques 
such as thct proposed in this paper could be used 
to preprocess the scattering amp 1 i tudes before its 
introduction to the adaptive learning network. 
Since the inversion algorithm will produce functions 
which lnok at least roughly like the actual flaw, 
such preprocessing may greatly enhance the adaptive 
learr.ing approach. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. We 
start with this introduc,ion; then provide a gener~ 
description of the theory. The third section is a 
discussion of a simplified form of theory which is 
available for all ellipsoidally shaped flaws. The 
fourth section contains empirical tests of the 
inversion algorithm for strongly scattering flaws. 
In particular, we have tested the procedure both for 
a 2-l oblate spheroidal defect inTi and for spheri-
cal cavities and inclusions in various materials. 
Our tests up to the present date indicate that the 
volume of the flaw is given rather accurately by 
our technique. We conclude the paper by giving a 
genercl discussion of the technique and indicate 
some of the work we intend to pursue in the future. 
General Theory 
The theory presented in this section is designed 
to provide information on flaw characteristics in 
the scattering regime. 111 this case the wavelength 
of the ultrasound is approximately equal to or 
longer than the size of the object. This regime is 
quite important for NOT applications where the size 
of the cl'itical flaws may be quite small and as a 
result imaging techniques may be unavailable. The 
algorithm which we will propose is a procedure for 
approximately determining the F9urier transform of 
the characteristic function, y(~). of the flaw. 
Here y(!-) = 1, 1 inside the flaw, and y(r) = 0 for 
r outside tfle fliiW. The procedure to be described 
is rigorously valid in the weak scattering limit, 
where the material parameters of the flaw are only 
slightly different from those of the host_ material. 
A pulse echo type experiment is assumed as 
shm•ln in Fig. l. Here a longitudinally polarized 
·plane wave is incident on the flaw, and the directly 
backscattered longitudinal scattering amplitudes 
are determined. The longitudinal to longitudinal 
pulse echo scattering amplitudes can be written for 
an arbitrarily shaped flaw as 
(2 .l) 
Here S(2~) (called the shape factor) is the Fourier 
transfo·rm of the characteristic function of the flaw. 
The wavevector of the incident wave is denoted by R 
and a(k,{~}) is a function to be calculated to 
yield the correct scattering amplitudes A1+L for 
an arbitrary V. Here {~} denotes the mater1al 
parameters of the flaw and the host material. 
*Current address~ Dept. of Physics, Univ. of 
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Pulse- echo measurement 
Fig. 1 The geometry of a typical L+L, pulse-echo 
experiment. The matrix material has one 
set of material parameters, Pl• v1 • >.1 ; 
while the flaw is considered to consist of 
a second homogeneous material with para-
meters P2, v2, >.2 • 
The virtue of writing the scattering amplitudes 
in the form of Eqn. 2.1 is that several approximate 
theories yield very simple forms for the factor 
a(t~{l.l}). In particular, we will use the form of 
a(t,{v}) which can be derived from the extended 
quasi-static approximation. In that approximation 
one takes account of the long wavelength elastic 
deformation of the fiaw correctly, and hence obtains 
the angular features of the scattering correctly 
in this limit. For the extended quasi-static 
approximation a(l.£1.1}) is independent of ltl and 
depends only on k and {v} We de~ote this approx-
imate form of a(i,{l.l} ) as aosA(k,{l.l} ). Using 
this approximation we rewrite Eqn. 2.1 as 
(2.2} 
Experimentally, a can be obtained for an 
arbitrarily shaped obje9~Aby measurements of the 
long wavelength scattering amplitudes. In that 
limit S(2t) goes to a constant, aqsA can be 
determined from the angularly dependent coefficients 
of A 
lim (2.3) 
k ... 0 
Once a SA is obtained, we can determine S(ik) 
from EqR. 2.2 via an experimental measurement of 
the backscattered amplitudes. Taking the Fourier 
transform of S(2t} then allows us to determine the 
characteristic function of the flaw, and hence its 
size, shape and orientation, The major approxi-
mation in using .aq~A is that we assume that it 
depends only on k ~and not on Iii. The character-
istic function is given explicitly in terms of the 
shape function as 
y{t) = 
Simplified Theory for Eilipsoiria1ly Shaped Flaws 
In the last section we described an approximate 
procedure for determining the size,shape,and orien-
tation of an arbitrary three dimensional flaw. In 
order to use this inversion technique, one requires 
pulse-echo measurements from all incident directions 
k . The characteristic function is then obtained 
(Eqn. 2.4) as an inverse Fourier ... transform which 
involves integrating over both 11<1 and k . For the 
class of ellipsoidally shaped flaws, one can obtain 
all relevant information about the flaw by inverting 
each pulse-echo record independently as discussed 
below. This avoids the angular integration over k 
in the inverse Fourier transform, and significantly 
simplifies the application of the algorithm. 
In order to illustrate how this simplification 
comes about, let us consider the weak scattering 
limit. Then the theory of the last section is 
rigorously valid and Eqn. 2.2 becomes 
(3 .1) 
We have used the fact that a(k,{l.l}) is a constant 
in the weak scattering limit as a function of k . 
For an ellipsoid we know that S(2k) is given by 
the following equations 
S{2R) = sin(2 k re)- 2 k re cos(2 k re) (3.2) 
(2 k re} 3 
dnd 
re=(ax2 cos2a sin2~ + ay2 cos2e cos 2~ +az2 sin2e}~ 
(3.3) 
Here the axes of the ellipsoid are a=(a~,ay,az), 
and a and ~ define the direction of R in . 
spherical coordinates. The angular dependence.of 
the shape factor comes in strictly through the 
function which we have called re(e,~). In a pu1se-
echo measurement, the incid~nt d1rection K is 
kept fixed,and re is a constant for that set of 
data. We note for a fixed incident direction, Eqn. 
3.2 has the same form as a Fourier transform of a 
sphere with an effec!ive radius re. For each 
incident direction k, we obtain re in the following 
way. First we obtain S(2ifi} from Eqn. 3.1. Then 
we extend S(2lkl) to be spherically symmetric in 
k-space. Thus we obtain the three-dimensional 
Fourier transform of a sphere of radius re(e,~). 
This Fourier transform is then inverted to yield 
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the effective radius for that direction. The 
resulting, calculated, effective radius will vary 
according_to Eqn. 3.3. An important consequence of 
Eqn. 3.3 is that pulse-echo measurements along the 
axis of an ellipsoid yield the axis length directly. 
For example, a measurement along the ax axis yields 
an effective radius equal to ax. Hence one can 
obtain the length of the ellipsoid axes directly 
from three measurements if one knows the orienta-
tion of the ellipsoid. 
So far we have been discussing the weak 
scattering limit for the sake of illustration. The 
appropriate extension to the strong scattering case 
is straightforward. Eqn. 2.2 is 
For a given incident direction a(k,{~}) is just 
a constant since it doesn't depend on iii in the 
quasi-static approximation. With this approximation 
we recover Eqn. 3.1 and can proceed in an approxi-
mate way with the entire procedure which was given 
above. Of course, for a strongly scattering flaw, 
our analysis is only approximate and must be checked 
empirically. In the next section we provide some 
empirical tests of the strong scattering limits. 
Results: Test of Inversion Procedure 
Here we report our tests of the proposed 
inversion algorithm. These results are given in 
two parts. First we report tests for spherical 
voids. Then we report preliminary results for the 
case of a 2-1 oblate spheroidal cavity inTi. The 
most direct test of our inversion procedure is 
shown in Fig. 2. Here we show the results of 
inverting experimentally obtained ultrasonic ~cat­
tering amplitudes for a spherical void inTi. For 
this case the band width of the data was .5<kR <4, 
where we use R to denote the radius of the sphere. 
As can be seen,the inversion algorithm does a good job of determining the flaw radius (even in this 






doto (rockwell} 400 micron 
microns 
Fig. 2 Calculated characteristic function for a 
400~ void. This result was obtained by in-
verting experimental ultrasonic scattering 
amplitudes with a bandwidth of .5<kR<4, 
with R the radius of the sphere. 
l 
In order· to further test our inversion proce-
dure, we considered the case of spherical voids in 
stainless steel ~nd Ti, and the case of an aluminum 
inclusion inTi. For these cases we can obtain the 
exact theoretical scattering amp~itudes from the 
calculations of Ying and Truell. Using these 
results for AL7 L (RJ, we determined S(2[) from 
Eqn. 2.2 for a oandwidth, 0 < kR < 10. The result 
for the case of a spherical void in Ti is shown in 
Fig. 3. Quite good definition of the radius and 
hence the volume is obtained. These results are 
characteristic of the results for the other cases 
mentioned above. Finally, in order to test the 
stability of the routine to noise, we introduced 
random Gaussian noise into the scattering amplitudes. 
The inversion procedure proved to be quite insen-
sitive to random noise. In Fig. 4 we show the 
result for the Ti spherical cavity when the_ signal 
contains 50% Gaussian random noise. Note that the 
inclusion of noise did not appreciably effect the 
determination of the flaw radius. 






Calculated characteristic function for a 
spherical void of radius a0 in Titanium. The 
result was obtained by inverting theoretical 
scattering amplitudes. The bandwidth used 




Void in Ti 
(with noise) 
Fi~. 4 !he relatively weak effects of noise on the 
1nvers1on procedure is illustrated. Here we show 
the same calculation as in Fig. 3 for a void in 
Ti but have included a random component in the 
signal (the random component is on the average 50% 
of the exact signal). Note that the determination 
of the radius of the sphere is hardly effected by 
the inclusion of this extremely large random error. 
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We, also, •report preliminary results for 
inverting the scattering amplitudes from a 2-1 
oblate spheroid using the simplified theory of sec-
tion II. Here the scattering amplitudes used in the 
inversion procedure were theoretical results provi-
ded by W. Visscher who used a series expansion tech-
nique caP-able of providing numerically exact 
results. 0 Our preliminary analysis consisted of 
considering only two different pulse-echo measure-
ments. The first calculation was for a beam inci-
dent along the symmetry axis (e = 0°). The second 
calculation was for a beam incident in the plane of 
the spheroid (a = 90° ). 









The calculated ratio of axes was .42 while the exact 
result is .50. Finally, we note that the computed 
volume is equal to the exact volume of the spheroid 
within our calculational accuracy. 
Di~cussion and Conclusions 
We have proposed a method for determining the 
size, shape and orientation of flaws in elastic 
media. This inversion procedure is rigorous in the 
weak scattering limit. For strongly scattering 
flaws the validity of the inversion procedure was 
uncertain. Hence, we performed empirical tests for 
strongly scattering flaws. We have concentrated on 
voids since they are strong scatterers and are 
important in various fracture processes. For spher-
ical voids inTi, we obtained strikingly good 
results in determining the flaw radius and volume. 
For these tests we used both experimentally measured 
and theoretically generated scattering amplitudes 
in different examples. We have also reported pre-
liminary results for a 2-1 oblate spheroidal void 
in Ti. Here our preliminary calculations indicated 
excellent agreement for the flaw volume, and satis-
factory agreement for the relative length of the 
axes. We have not yet been able to test the proce-
dure for its sensitivity to the orientation of the 
flaw. If future tests over a wider range of flaw 
shapes continue to give good determinations of the 
flaw volume, this will have important consequences 
for determining the material parameters of the flaw 
as will be discussed below. Currently, work is in 
progress with several groups to obtain experimen-
tally and theoretically generated scattering ampli-
tudes for a wide range of axially symmetric flaws: 
prolate and oblate spheroids and pill boxes {both 
voids and inclusions will be considered).! These 
efforts should result in an extensive empirical test 
of the inversion algorithm and give a good idea of 
its range of validity. 
We have concentrated in this paper on determin-
ing the characteristic function of a flaw from a 
determination of the shape factor. As discussed in 
another talk in these proceedings, there is addi-
tional information about the shape of thg flaw in 
the long wavelength factor a05~ (k, ( 1.1}). Together 
with the inversion algorithm wn1ch we have proposed 
in this paper, it appears likely that not only the 
size, shape, and orientation of simple volume flaws 
may be obtained, but also we may be able to 
determine the materi~l composition of the flaw. An 
example of one way the two techniques may be used 
together to determine the density of the material 
in the flaw region is discussed below. 
Kohn and Rice9 have shown that the long wave-
length scattering amplitudes can be used to deter-
mine the mass defect, hM, of the flaw. hM is the 
difference in mass of the flaw and the mass it 
would have if there were host material in the flaw 
region. Together with an accurate knowledge of 
the flaw volume, V, one may infer the density of 
the flaw material 
(5.1) 
If sufficient accuracy can be obtained in the 
inversion algorithm which determines V and in the 
determination of hM, then one should be able to 
infer the material composition of the flaw. It 
should be stressed that such a determination depends 
on an absolute measurement of the scattered power. 
In co.nclusion, we note that the general 
formalism {Eqn. 2.1 to 2.4) applies in principle to 
not only volume type flaws but also to crack like 
defects.lo Again, the correspondence should be 
exact for weakly scattering fl.aws. We have not had 
the necessary data to test the algorithm yet for 
the strongly scattering case. However, this work 
is in progress, and we hope to provide an empirical 
determination of this technique for the case of 
cracks in the near future. 
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DISCUSSION 
Norman Bleistein (Denver Applied Analytics): Are your data far field data? 
Jim Rose (Cornell): I don't really know the answer to that question. Certainly the theoretical data 
are far field. I don't really know about the experimental data. 
Norman Bleistein: That is very important though, because if you are in a far field regime, there is 
another justification for ending up with your Fourier Transform results. 
Jim Rose: I have not worked in the high frequency regime in establishing a justification for this 
procedure. What I have done is to justify the low frequency regime and to extend it to higher 
frequencies. 
Gordon Kino (Stanford University): Is the high frequency regime any different from just using straight 
pulse-echo and getting the reflection which should be proportional to the radius of curvature? 
Jim Rose: Of course, if you are in the very high frequency regime, you are absolutely correct. If you 
come down, as Achenbach has indicated, it is probably not too bad a procedure if you put in these 
corrections to get down to KA = 1. The kind of flaws I am interested in are flaws where you have 
a band width of KA of about 5. 
James Krumhansl (National Science Foundation): What you say about the imaging part is absolutely true. 
Gordon Kino: am not saying imaging; I am just saying straight pulse-echo. 
David Lee, Chairman (Applied Mechanical Research Laboratory): I have a question for the speaker. Is 
there something a little bit inconsistent in the fact that your model is accurate for wave lengths 
that are long compared to the scatterer and yet, the Fourier Transform has in it sharp infor-
mation about gamma which results from higher frequencies? 
Jim Rose: Right. I think the way to answer this is that the Born approximation is not good in the 
frequency domain. However, it gets the first peak and first valley rightly. It is off quantita-
tively in a differential sense, but it has got a peak and a valley where a peak and a valley ought 
to be and it has got another peak up where the second peak ought to be. Again, they are off in 
frequency. I see this as an integrated, average way to find the position of the first peak. You 
know that you can essentially take the position of the first peak from the sphere and guess the 
radius darn well. If you just look at the position of the first peak itself, that is a differential 
quantity. Here I have got an integral average. That's how I would understand it. The kernel is 
multiplied by an interference pattern and that is the same as averaging. 
David Lee, Chairman: Forgive me, but one more question on this. Of course, the numerical invers.ion 
model like Fourier Transforms is one of the archtypical field force problems; one suspects that your 
insensitivity to noise arises because of whatever you did had the effect of a low pass filter. 
Jim Rose: Absolutely. That's the beautiful thing about the Born approximation for elastic waves. In 
the long wave length limit, you get information on the size of the object. That is where you get 
your best information; the opposedness, I think, comes out because you have got a limited band 
width of higher frequencies and I have got long wave lengths. 
Phillip Hodgetts (Los Angeles Div., Rockwell): Did I hear you say that you injected random noise in the 
experiment to duplicate noise in titanium? 
Jim Rose: No, I took Gaussian random noise into my theoretical data that I had generated and, not knowing 
anything more about it, I simply added a random amount to each number, 50 percent. 
Phillio Hodgetts: The reason I am askinq is that down in the real world where I work, where we look at 
titanium with our present crude methods, what we call noise is really a misnomer because it fs 
absolutely repeatable and it comes up all the time. 
Jim Rose: I think the point again is that my information is really in the position of the first peak 
in some averaqed way. Now, you can move things around differentially by putting in small cracks 
and influence the low frequency behavior, but their main influence is at high frequency where 
K is of the size of a little flaw. I am getting the information out basically at lower frequencies. 
So I think I just average out there. 
Phillip Cook (University of Houston): There is literature in radar which says that if you will send 
towards the void a ramp-shaped pulse and detect that ramp-shaped pulse in the time domain, then you 
can get information which is related to the area of the void. I think it all carries over very 
closely to this theory. It is all based on the long wave length approximation, and is based upon 
the face that the surface is radiating. 
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